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Ethiopia is on the Brink of Open Civil War that Will Lead to Balkanization
[Jawar-lead Querros massacre and government on defensive]
The frequency and persistence of brutal killings conducted by Querro bandits (headed by notorious Jawar
Mohammed) all over Oromia region of Ethiopia is the most disheartening human right violation hitherto existing in
the country. The intent of this terrorist group is deliberate in perpetrating genocidal activities that may repeat the
Ruanda history of human catastrophe. Currently the Jawar-lead Querro have been executed the following unheard
and untold atrocities:

1. Non-Oromo ethnic cleaning, massive internal displacement of innocent populations, rapping of
young/adult women
2. Burning houses of people inhabitants in Oromia region for thousands of years (actually native
settlers)
3. Burning into ash the wholly Christian churches, mostly Orthodox churches everywhere. Expanding
or motivating the jihadist/ISIS kind of anti-Christian movement.
4. The recent brutal murder of more than 86 innocent citizen in the daylight in the outskirts of Addis
Ababa (capital city of Ethiopia).
5. Perpetrating civil war and preaching hate/villains: Jawar -lead Querros have been committing
genocide that is deliberately set out not just to murder others but also to induce civil war through
inter-ethnic conflict and mass massacre.
We call on the Ethiopian authorities to respect the aforementioned international conventions protecting the
human rights, as well as the systematic impunity for security forces who kill protesters, raise serious fears
that the intentional lethal use of firearms to crush protests has become a matter of state policy.
Finote Ethio-Canadian information center in Toronto (FECIT) also calling on the Ethiopian authorities to
foster a culture where basic human right is fully respected, stop the killing of innocents, arbitrary torturing
and all the above depicted atrocities. We also urge the Western civilized nations to reject all kinds of
draconian measures executed by Jawar-like war mongers and to stand by Ethiopian people and International
Human Rights Protocol.
Our organization reiterates for immediate action from the international community, including the UN and the EU, to
hold the Ethiopian authorities to account for allowing murderers like Jawar Mohammed unlawful killings and
violently repressing the right to freedom of expression and peaceful assembly.
We thank you for the attention that you will bring to this letter and to expedite the necessary actions.

Yours sincerely,
Finote Ethio-Canadian Information Center in Toronto

